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Machine learning algorithms are definitly very powerfull tools designed to acheive many
different task over large amount of datas. Weka is an open source project that aims to
make those techniques generally available as well as to develop new machine learning algo-
rithms. The area of concern of these tools is wide and regroups a large amount of different
discipline.

Weka include a large number of well known learning algorithms as we think about neu-
ral network, logistic model trees, document profiling, bayesian network. However, it seems
still to lack the Hidden Markov Model, which is one of the most popular machine learning
algorithm. A reason for this absence is mainly a difficulty to pre-process uniformly the
datas that are going to be analized by the model.

This project aims to implement Hidden Markov Model in weka. There already exists
many different implementation of it in different programming languages. A first task will
be to find an appropriate and efficient one to be used or to be translated in JAVA program-
ming language. A second step will be to program a basic implementation according to the
weka’s uniform interface for a specefic type of data and test the results over an existing
database. Further steps should be how the datas can be generally processeed in order to
handle different type of databases. It is sure that we will keep in mind the specificity of
musical information troughout this project.
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